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1. INTRODUCTION 
When a system described by ordinary differential equation 
(1-1) ^ = - ^ ( ' ' ^ ) 
at 
is acted upon by perturbation, the perturbed system is generally given by ordinary 
differential equation of the form dxjdt = f[t, x) + G{t, x) where the perturbation 
term G{t, x) is assumed to be continuous or integrable and as such the state of the 
system changes continuously with respect to time. But in physical systems one cannot 
expect the perturbations to be well-behaved and it is therefore important to consider 
the case when the perturbations are impulsive. This will give rise to equations of the 
form 
(1.2) Dx = f{t, x) + G{t, x) DM 
where Du denotes the distributional derivative of function w. If м is a function of 
bounded variation, DM can be identified with a Stieltjes measure and will have the 
effect of suddenly changing the state of the system at the points of discontinuity of u. 
Equations of the form (1.2) are called measure differential equations [1]. By a solution 
x(-) of (1.2) is meant a function of bounded variation whose distributional deriva­
tive Dx satisfies the equation (1.2). SCHMAEDEKE [1] has considered the theory of the 
equation (1.2) in the special case when G is independent of x, i.e. G{t, x) = G{t), and 
is assumed to be a continuous function of t in order to apply the methods of Riemann-
Stieltjes integrals in the subsequent analysis. In [2], the authors have generalized the 
results in [1] for the following functional differential equation 
(1.3) Dx - f{t, X,) + G{t, X,) Du 
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where x, represents the restriction of the function x(.) on the interval [jp(t), ^ (0] ' 
p and q being functions with the property p{t) S oif) = ^- I^ ^^^s case, the methods 
of R.S. integrals are unapplicable because of the possibility that G(t, x )̂ and u(t) 
may have common discontinuities, and Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals are therefore 
used. 
In this paper we shall consider the equation (1.2) which is a particular case of equa-
tion (1.3). The equation (1.2) is treated through an equivalent integral equation. The 
proof of the equivalence is given in the Appendix, and is on the same lines as that of 
Theorem 1 in [2]. It differs essentially from the proof of Theorem 1 in [ l ] in two facts: 
firstly, the result in Lemma (given in the Appendix) is used since G is not necessarily 
continuous functions of î (as in [1]), and secondly, 'integration by parts' is used 
carefully since it is not valid in general for L.S. integrals. A local existence theorem is 
established using a method of successive approximation. This theorem, in fact, 
relaxes considerably the hypotheses o f / and G in a similar theorem in [2]. It also 
shows that for local existence of solution of the equation considered in [1], / need 
not be Lipschitzian (in x). 
The primary aim of considering (1.2) is the following. When the equation (1.2) is 
regarded as perturbed system of equation ( l . l ) , a natural question arises under what 
conditions the stability properties of (1.1) are shared by the solutions of (1.2). It 
seems very difficult to get a satisfactory answer to this question. It may be so because 
differential and integral inequalities play a very important role in the stability 
theory; but when we consider the stability of solutions of (1.2), the fact that its 
solutions are discontinuous renders many of differential inequalities un applicable 
while the integral inequalities are not available for the Stieltjes integrals. However, 
this paper deals with a stability theorem under conditions which may be regarded to 
be restrictive. Such conditions are natural to be expected, since otherwise the 
discontinuities of и may give considerable impulsive changes in the state variables to 
make the system unstable. The stability of systems with respect to impulsive per­
turbations has also been considered by BARBASHIN [3] and ZABALISHCHIN [4]. 
2. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION 
The n-dimensional Euclidean space will be denoted by jR" and the norm of a vector 
X = (xS ..., x") e jR" will be defined by 
(2.1) M = iKi-
Let Ш denote the set of all и x m matrices of real numbers. The norm of a matrix 
M = (M^j) e Ш will be defined by , 
n m 
(2.2) |M| = E XlMil . 
1 = 1 j = i 
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Let / be an interval, Unite or infinite, of the real line. By BV(l) is denoted the Banach 
space of all scalar functions / defined and of bounded variation on / , with the norm 
defined by 
(2-3) \f\j = v{f,l) + \f{a+)\ 
where a is the left end point of/. By BV(l\ or BV{l, R") will be denoted the space of 
all vector functions / defined on / with values in Я" whose individual components 
e BV{l). BV(î)„ is a Banach space with norm o f / G JBK(/)„ defined by 
(2-4) |/!|. = t \f'\r = 1НГ,1) + |/'(«+)|} = vif, I) +f{a + ) 
where a is the left end point of/. 
Consider the measure differential equation 
(2.5) Dx = f{t, x) + G{t, x) Bu 
where / and G are defined on î "̂  x jR" (R'^ is positive real line) with values in R" 
and Ш respectively, and м is a right continuous function eBV(R'^, R"'). Let S be an 
open connected set in R" and / an interval with left end point ÎQ '^ 0. A function 
x{.) = x{.;tQ, XQ) will be called a solution of (2.5) through (ÎQ, XQ) on the interval / 
if x{.) is right continuous function EBV{I, S ) , x{to) = XQ and the distributional 
derivative of x{.) on (̂ o, Г) for any arbitrary Tel satisfies (2.5). Assume that for 
each x{.)e BV{l, S),f{t, x{t)) is Lebesgue integrable and G{t, x{t)) is integrable with 
respect to the L. S. measure du. Then, as in [2], x(.) is a solution of (2.1) through 
(ÎQ, XQ) on / if and only if it satisfies the integral equation 
(2.6) x{t) - л'о + / ( s , x{s)) ds + G{s, x{s)) du{s) 
J to J to 
for tel. The integral Pt^G(s, x(s)) du{s) is considered over the half-open interval 
(Го, ^]. The proof is given in the Appendix. 
Define 
(2.7) S,{xo) = {xeR'^:\x-Xo\<b} 
(2.8) E = {(r, x):te [to, r , ] , x e ^,(xo)} 
where XQE S and Ь > 0 is so small that SJ,{XQ) CZ S. 
Theorem 1 (Local Existence). Suppose that f and G satisfy the following conditions 
on E: 
(i) /(^, x) is measurable in t for each x; 
(ii) / (r , x) is continuous in x for each t; 
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(iii) there exists a Lebesgue integrable function r such that 
\f{t, x)\ ^ r{t) , (r, x) e £ ; 
(iv) G(r, x{tf\ is du'integrable for each x{.) e JBF([^O» ^i]^ ^ь(-^о))э 
(v) G(^ x) is continuous in x for each t; 
(vi) there exists a év^f integr able function w such that 
\G{t,x)\ й w(0 , {t,x)eE, 
where v„ denotes the total variation function of u. 
Then there exists a solution x(.) of (2.5) on some interval [to, ô + ^] satisfying 
the initial condition х(^о) = XQ. 
Proof. Choose a (0 < 2a < ti — to) such that 
/*fo + 2ö pro + 2a 
(2.9) r(s) ds + w{s) dv^s) й с 
J to J to 
where 0 < с < b. Since JĴ  r[s) ds is continuous function of t and JĴ  w(s) dvj[s) is 
right continuous function of t, it is possible to choose such an a. 
Now consider the following integral equation 
(2.1O)x<^>(0 
XQ for teltg — 2a//c, fo] 
xo + Ç f{s,x^%s -2alk))ds + G(s, x<̂ >(5 " 2alk)) du{s) 
0 
for Î G {to, to + 2a] 
For any /c, the first expression in (2.10) defines x̂ ^̂  on [̂ o - 2a/^, ^o] where x^^\t) = 
= XQ, and since (t, Xo) e E for t e [ßo, to + 2a/fe] the second expression of (2.10) 
defines x̂ ^̂  as a function of bounded variation on the interval (to, to + 2ajk], Let us 
assume that x̂ ^̂  is defined on [̂ o ~ 2a/Jc, to + 2ajlk'], 1 g j < k. Then we have for 
f G [̂ 0 - 2a/fc, to + 2ajjk'], 
(2.11) \хЩ - Xo\ й v{x^%) - Xo, [to ~~ 2a\K h + 2а]\к'^ й 
Mo + 2aj/k 
й \f{s, X«)(5 
J to 
- 2a/fe)| ds + 
Mo + 2aJ/k 
\G{s,x^^\s - 2alk)\dv,{s) 
йс <b, by (2.9), 
and therefore the second expression of (2.10) defines x̂ ^̂  on {to + 2aj\k, to + 
+ 2a(j 4- l)/fc]. Thus x^^^ is defined on [̂ o - 2alK to + 2a] and it can be seen, as 
in (2.11), that 
(2.12) |x(^>(r) - :co| й v{x^%) ~ Xo, [̂ o - 2a/lc, ô + 2a]) < b . 
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Define 
(2.13) x^^\t + lajk) = х^Щ , 0̂ - 2a//c S t < h + 2(1 - ijk) a, к ^2. 
From the right continuity of x^^\ it follov^s that jc<*̂> is also right continuous. Also, 
by (2.12), x̂ *̂  are of uniform bounded variation on [̂ o, t^ + a] . By Helly's selection 
principle, there exists a subsequence iĉ ^̂ ^ and a function x* such that 
(2.14) lim х^'^Щ = x%t) , telt^,to +a]. 
Therefore, by virtue of conditions (ii) and (iv), and (2.14), 
(2.15) lim/(f,xf^^>(0)=/(t,x*(f)), 
(2.16) lim G{t, ic<*̂ >(0) = G{t, x*{t)). 
By Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we have 
lim f / (5, ic(̂ ^>(s)) d5 = Г/(5 , x*(s)) ds . 
J-^'^Jto J Го 
Also, 
lim I G{s, x^^'^Xs)) du{s) = lim Г Г G{s, x̂ ^̂ >(s)) dw+(s) - Г G{s, x^'^\s))âu-{s)\ = 
[by HALMOS [4, Sec. 29 (7)], where du^ and dw"" are positive and negative variations 
of L. S. measure du] 
= f G(s,x*(s))dM+(5) - rG(5,x*(s))dw-(s) = 
J fo J to 
[by (2.16) using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem] 
G(s, x*(s)) dw(s) . 
J ro 
From (2.10), we write 
XQ for ^ e [̂ 0 "" ^ajk, to] 
x^^'\t + lajkj) = 
bco + 
Taking limit as j -> 00, we have 
Г/(5 , х^'Щ ds + [' G{s, х^'Щ du{s) 
J to J to 
for t e (to, to + a] 
x^{t) = Xo+ t /(5, x*(s)) ds + I G(s, x*(s)) du{s) 
J to J to 
for r G [Го, 0̂ + «]• Hence x* is a solution of (2.5) on [to, to + a] through (to, XQ). 
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3. STABILITY 
We begin by recalhng certain definitions. 
Let x(. ; ^0' ^o) be any solution of the differential equation 
dx 
(3.1) - ^ = / ( r , x ) , x{to) = Xo. to^O 
at 
where / i s defined and continuous on R"̂  x S^„ S^ being the set 
S, = {x e R" : \x\ < Q} . 
We assume that f(t, 0) = 0, teR'^, so that x = 0 is a (trivial) solution of (3.1) 
through (^0, 0). 
Definition [5, (^3), p. 136]. The trivial solution x = 0 of (3.1) is quasi-equi asympto-
tically stable if, for each s > 0, ÎQG R^, there exist positive numbers ^0 = ^o(^o) 
and T = T{to, s) such that, for t '^ t^ + Tand |xo| < ÔQ, 
\x{t; to, Xo)| < £ . 
Definition [5, p. 158]. The trivial solution of (3.1) is said to be exponentially 
asymptotically stable if there exist a с > 0 and a X > 0 such that 
\x{t;to,Xo)\ й Ke-'^'-''^\xo\ . 
A scalar function V(t, x) defined on jR"̂  x S^ is called a Lyapunov function if it is 
continuous in (t, x) and locally Lipschitz in x. If V(t, x) is a Lyapunov function then 
we define 
^(3.1 )(^ x) = IÎE - {V{t + /i, X + hf(t, x)) - V{t, x)} == 
й->о+ h 
= lîm - {V{t + К x{t + h)) - V{t, x)} 
h-^o+ h 
where x(.) is the solution of (3.1) through (t, x). 
We shall now consider the perturbed system 
(3.2) Dx = f(t, x) + G{t, x) Du . 
The following theorem will be proved. 
Theorem 2. Let the trivial solution of (3.1) be exponentially asymptotically 
stable, i.e. there exist a с > 0 and a К > 0 such that 
\xit;to,Xo)\ й Ke-'^'-'^^\xo\ . 
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Suppose that 
(1) f(t, x) satisfies Lipschitz condition in xfor a constant M = M{Q) > 0; 
(2) \G{t,x)\Sg{t)\x\; 
(3) ]o ^ ( 0 ^^ < ^ ' where 
1 r^+h 
œ{t) = Hm - g{s) dvj^s) 
h-*o+ h J i 
is the upper right Dini derivative of the indefinite integral Jo 9{s) <̂ м̂(̂ )> 




Then if Y, di^i) converges and a is sufficiently small, the trivial solution x = 0 of 
(3.2) is quasi-equi asymptotically stable. 
Proof. By [5, Th. 3.6.2 and Cor. 3.6.1] or [6, Cor. of Th. 19.2], there exists 
a Lyapunov function V{t, x) defined on R"̂  x S^ with the following properties 
(i) \V{t,x)~V{t,y)\uL\x-y\; 
(ii) \x\ UV{t,x) йК\х\; 
{Щ ^(3.i)(^, x) й -ßcV{t, x\ where 0 < ß < 1. 
Consider a function W{t, x) defined on R^ x 5^ by 
(3.3) W{t, x) = F(r, x) exp I - L I a){s) ds\ . 
Let x(. ; f, x) and x*(.; t, x) be solutions through (t, x) of (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. 
We have, 
(3.4) 
^(3.2)(^ x)= Ш1 ~{W{t + К x*(r + h; t, x)) - W{t, x)} = 
A->0+ h 
= lîm - {W{t + /z, x*(t + h; t, x)) - W{t + h, x{t + h; t, x))} + 
ft-^o+ h 
+ n S - {W{t + /z, x{t + /z; r, x)) - W{t,x)} = 
/1-^0+ /г 
= n S - exp ( - L û>(s) ds ) {F(r + /i, x*(f + fi; f, x)) -
A->o+ h \ } ^ J 
- F(r 4- К x{t + h; r, x))} + И^(зл)( ,̂ л;) = 
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== Ей ~ e x p f - L a)(s)ds j i ^ b - f / г , X+ 
+ /(s, x%s; t, x)) ds -f G(5, x*(s; t, x)) du{s) 
-v\t + Kx Л-[ f{s, x{s; t, x)) às\[ + 
+ exp(-LÏ'CO{S) ds\ {F(3л)(^ x) - Lco{t) V{t, x)} й 
^ Iim — exp I — L (D{S) ds] }L\ \f{s, x*(s; t, x)) ~ 
A-0+ h \ Jo J { Jt 
- /(s, x(5; f, x))\ ds + L\ \G{s, x*(5; ^ x))\ di?„(s)j + 
+ exp I - LI co(s) ds I { - ßcV{t, x) - L co{t) V{t, x)} й 
S Hm — exp ( — Ь (D{S) ds j J LM sup |x*(s; Г, x) — x(s; Г, x)| 7i + 
. s u p |x*(s;f, x)| ^(s)di;„(s)i + 
tusut + h Jt J 
exp ( ~L I co{s) ds I { ~i?cF(r, x) - L co{t) V{u x)} = 
= exp I - L cû{s) ds J {L О)(Г) |X| - ßcV{t, x) - L co{t) V{t, x)} ^ 
^ exp [ - L I co{s) ds I L co{t) V{t, x) - ßcV{t, x) - L œ{t) V{t, x) = 
' = -ßcW{t,x). 
Since x*(.; to, XQ) is continuous on [̂ jt_i, ^Д fc = 1, 2, ..., we have, by [6, Th. 
4.1]. 
(3.5) W{t, x*{t; to, xo)) й W{t,_ „ x*{t,_^, to, Xo)) exp (-ßc{t - t,_,)) 





(3.6) x*(r; Го, xo) - x%t - ; to, x^) = 
= hm i /(s, x*(s; t^, XQ)) ds + G{s, x*(s; to, Xo)) dw(. 
-̂̂ 0+ Ut-h Jt-h 
The first hmit on the right is zero; and we shall prove that 
(3.7) lim I G{s, x*(s; ô, Xo)) du{s) 




G{s, x*(s; to, Xo)) du(s) 
Let Й1 ^ /t2 è Î̂3 ^ •. • > 0 and let A^ = {t - h^, t] and Й,, -*• 0 as /c -* oo. Then 
00 
Ai :=> A2 ^ A^ ZD ... and n Л = ^0 where ^o = {t]. Therefore, fi{Aj^ -> ц{Ао) 
fc-i 
(RuDiN [7], Th. 1.19(e)). But ^{Ao) = \G{t, x%t; to, Xo)) {u{t) - u{t-)% by MUNROE 
[8, Ex. s, p. 199]. Therefore (3.7) is estabhshed; and we have, from (3.6), 
(3.8) Ix'^it; to, Xo) - x*(f - ; to, Xo)| = |G(r, х*(г; to, Xo)) {u{t) - u{t-))\ . 
Now, 
(3.9) \W{t, x*(t; to, Xo)) - W{t, x*{t- ; to, Xo))\ = 
= lim \W{t, x*{t; to, Xo)) ~ W{t - К x*{t - h;to, Xo))\ = 
h-*0 + 







L\ co(s) ds j \v{t, x*{t; to, Xo)) - V{t, x*{t-; to, Xo))\ 
LI (o{s) ds j L\x*{t; to, XQ) - x*(j- ; to, Xo)\ й 
LI(O{S) ds) L\G{t, x*{t; to, Xo))\ \u(t) - u{t-)\ й 
L{'(O{S) ds\Lg{t) \x*{t; to, Xo)\ \u{t) - u{t-)\ й 





й W{t„ x*(f,- ; to, Xo)) + exp Л - L | co{s) ds\ LQ g{t,) \u{t^) - u{t,-)\ й 
й W{tk^i, x*(f,_i; to, Xo)) e-''<-("<-'-') +cxp(-J'«(s) ds\ aLgg{t^e'''^'--"'^ й 
[by (3.5) and condition (4) of the theorem] 
й e"""^'"""'"-'' W{t^^i, x*-{t^_j; to, Xo)) + aLQ g{t^ g-ßcu^-'o) ^ ^bœ 0 < (S < 1 . 
Now, from (3.5), 
(3.11) W{t, x*{t; to, Xo)) й W{to, Xo) e""^«-'»' for / e [to, f,) 
and 
W{t, x*{t; to, Xo)) й W{t„ x*(t,; to, Xo)) e~^'^'-'^^ for t e [t,, t,) 
й [W{to, Xo) + aLQ g{t,)] e'l"=''-">^ for t e [f«, ^2), 
by (3.10) and (3.11). 
In general, 
W{t, x*{t; to, Xo)) й lW{to, Xo) + Lqa Y, git,)] e-"-«-'") . 
This impHes 
|x*(t; ÎQ, XO)\ exp ( — Ь (D{S) ds j ^ 
S K\xo\ exp I - L a){s) ds j + Lgcc ^ g{tk) ßc(t-to) . 
therefore, 
00 / /*oo \ 
(3.12) |x*(r; to, Xo)\ й lK\xo\ + L^a ̂ ^ ^ Ы ] exp II CD(S) ds\ e'^'^' 
Let <5o(^ö) be such that if |xo| ^ ^o then 
K\XQ\ exp j L œ{s) às\ < ô^ where О < <5i < ^ , 
and let a be such that 
LQCC X 9{ik) exp j L (ß{s) és\uQ - ^i-
^=1 \ Jo / 




I. Distributions. Let Q be an open set of R". By C^{Q) we denote the set of all 
complex functions on Q whose support is compact and which have partial derivatives 
of all orders < oo. C'^{Q) is a normed linear space with addition, scalar multiplication 
and norm defined by 
Wi + (Pi) W = (Pi{x) + (Pii^) » (аф) (x) = ОС (p{x) , \\(p\\ = sup |^(x)| . 
xeQ 
A continuous linear functional defined on C^(0) is called a distribution on Q, It 
follows from Riesz representation theorem that the set of all complex regular Borel 
measures on Q is, by ;z <-> F^, in one-one correspondence with the set of all distribu­
tions on Q, where F^ is the distribution defined by F^((p) = JQÇ d/n ((p e C^(ß)). 
Let a complex function / defined a.e. on Q be locally integrable on Q with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure in the sense that for any compact subsets of O, fj^ \f(x)\ dx < 
< 00. Then 
PfW) = f / W Ф) ax, <pe Cr(0) , 
defines a distribution Ff on Q. Two distributions Ff^ and Fj-^ are equal as functionals 
(FfX^p) = Fj-^cp) for every cp e C ( ß ) ) if and only if/i(x) =/2(x) a.e. (see [9], p. 48). 
The derivative of a distribution F with respect to x', denoted by D,F or dFJdx', is 
defined by 
I>iF{(p) = -F{d(pldx'), cp e C ( 0 ) 
and is also a distribution on Q. A distribution is infinitely diff*erentiable in the sense 
of above definition. 
Since a locally integrable function / on an open interval / of real line can be iden-
tified with the distribution Ff on /, DFf{ = äFfldt) will be denoted by D / and called 
distributional derivative o f / t o distinguish from its ordinary derivative/'( — d//df). 
I f / i s absolutely continuous, then D / i s the ordinary derivative/' (which is defined 
a.e.) , / ' being considered equivalent to the distribution Ff>. I f / i s of bounded variation 
then D/ i s the L. S. measure d/. 
II. Integral Form of Measure Differential Equation. We shall show the equivalence 
of the equations (2.5) and (2.6). For this we shall use the following lemma. 
Lemma. / / g is a function integrable with respect to fi, and F is a distribution 
on Q given by 
(1) Ficp) ={ (Pdß, (ре C:{Q), 
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then the product gF defined by 
(2) {9F){(p)= f g<pd/x, <peCT{Q) 
is also a distribution on Q, 
Proof. Since (peC^{Q), it is bounded and jU-measurable and g is given to be 
/i-integrable. Therefore, by Munroe [8, Ex. i, p. 184], gcp is /i-integrable. Thus the 
right hand side of (2) is meaningful, g F defined by (2) is obviously a linear functional 
on C^{Q). Furthermore, 
.\{gF)\{cp)è !\g\\cp\d\^^\s\\<p\\\\9\dИ 
J Q J Q 
where Щ denotes the total variation measure of /i. 
Therefore, 
II^Fl = sup {\{gF){<p)\ : \\<p\\ й 1} й { И d\n\ < 00 , 
since /г-integrability of g implies |/i|-integrabihty of \g\, by DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ [10, 
Lemma 18, p. 113]. Thus gF is bounded (and hence continuous) hnear functional 
on C^(ß), and is, therefore, a distribution on Q. 
Theorem. x{.) is a solution of (2.5) through (fo, ̂ o) ^^ ^^ interval I, with left end 
point Го, if and only if x{,) satisfies (2,6) for tel. 
Proof. Let x(.) satisfy (2.6) for tel. The integral jl^f(s, x{s)) ds is absolutely 
continuous (and hence continuous and of bounded variation) function of t on / . The 
integral JĴ  G(s, x[s)) dw(s) is a function of bounded variation on / and the right 
continuity of w implies that it is also right continuous function of t. Therefore, 
x{.) e BV{I, S) and is right continuous. Obviously, х(Го) = XQ. Let Tbe any arbitrary 
point in / , and let F ' be the distribution on (f o, T) to be identified v̂ îth the i-th com­
ponent x\.) of x(.). Then 
(3) F{cp) = f (xj, + !'f{s, x{s)) as + Г [G{s, x{s)) âu{s)]^ cp{t) ât 
J J \ J to J to J 
for all (p e C'^{J) where J = (t^, T). The distributional derivative is 
(4) Ш4<р) = -F\ip') = 
= - \ 4 + \ Us, X{S)) ds+\ ( X G^{S, X{S)) du\s)) Cp^t) dt 
J j L Jfo J to J='^ J 
where G}(r, x) is /, j - th element of G{t, x) and u\t) is j- th component of u{t). 
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Integration by parts yields 
(5) - f pj) + Г/'(5, x{s)) dsl cpXt) dt = f cp{t)f{t, x{t)) dt 
since ф(Го) = (р{Т) = 0. 
The function g{t) = jl^ G)(s, x{s)) du^{s) is right continuous and is of bounded 
variation on the interval J = (to, Т). We have 
I g{t) (p^t) d̂  = I g{t\M^) = I g{t) d(p{t) - I g{t) d(p{t) . 
J J J (to,T) J (toJl J {T} 
But j^jy g{t) d(p(t) = 0, since (p is continuous; and 
Г g{t) d(p{t) = g{T) ф(Т) - д(Го) ф(Го) - j (p{î) dg{t) = 
Jito.n J (to.Г] 
[by Munroe [8, Ex. n, p. 185]] 
(p{t) dg{t) = 
Hto.TJ 
[since cp{to) = (p{T) = 0] 
= - I (p{t) dg{t) - I (p{t) dg{t) = - \ (pit) dg{t) -
Jdto.T) J{T} J J 
- <р{Т) {g{T) - ог(Г-)) = - ^<p{t) dgit), 
[since (p{T) = 0]. Therefore, 
g{t) (p^t) d̂  = - cp{t) dg{t) . 
J J J J 
That is, 
f I Г Gi(s, x{s)) du^ ç^t) dt=: ~! <p{t) d I Г Giis, x(s)) du^ = 
- - f (p{t) G}{s, x{s)) du\s) , 
by Dunford-Schwartz [10, Cor. 6, p. 180]. Summation over j in the above equation 
yields 
( E Ф^ 4^)) аиЩ <pXt) dt= - \ <p{t) ( Y Giis, x{s)) du^) . 
From (4), (5), and (6), we obtain 
(7) DF'(ç)) = Г (p{t)f{t, x{t)) dt + f <p{t) [Git, x{t)) du{t)y dt. 
J J J J 
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By the above Lemma, the last continuous linear functional in (7) is identified with the 
measure G(t, x(t)) du(t). The first continuous linear functional in (7) is identified 
with f{t, x{t)). Thus the derivative DF{(p) is identified with/(f, x{t)) + G{t, x{t)) Du. 
Hence x{.) is a solution of (2.5) through (tg, XQ). 
Conversely, let x(.) be a solution of (2.5) through (tg, XQ) on the interval L Then 
for J = (^IQ, T), where Tis an arbitrary point in J, we have 
(8) f (p{t) dx\t) = f (p{t)f{t, x{t)) dt + f cp{t) [G{t, x{t)) du{t)y dt, 
J J J J J J 
г = 1, 2, . . . , П 
for all (p e C^{J)^ Integrating the left hand side of (8) by parts and using (5) and (6) 
we obtain 
cp'{t) (xXt) - x'o) dt = f <pXt) j Г/^(5, x{s))ds + f [G(s, x{s)) du{s)A dt. 
J Jj Uto J to J 
Therefore, 
(9) x'{t) = xl + Ï' f{s, x{s)) ds + f [G(s, x{s)) du{s)y ds 
J to J to 
a.e. in J. But, since x'(.) is right continuous, x{.) being solution of (2.5), and since 
the right hand side of (9) is a right continuous function of t, equality holds every 
where in J in (9). Thus x(.) satisfies (2.6) for t e L This completes the proof. 
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